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2015 USSF3 NPC Member Financial Support Agreement and Pledge Form 

It takes all of us to ensure the USSF Social Forum process is strategic and successful.  Each of us give a 
tremendous amount to this process.  Revenue development for the USSF also takes all of us working together 
and each NPC group helping in many ways through out the year.   
 
NPC Member Groups will each directly provide financial support based in their cash flow and abilities in the 
range of $250 - $10,000 annually.  Please see the chart below to help guide how much support to provide.  
This money will be used for the general operating budget to provide key support to keep the USSF process 
and planning moving forward.  

Checks can be made out to US Social Forum and mailed to: 7731 Alaska Avenue, NW; Washington, DC 
20012 or donated on-line at www.community.ussocialforum.net/donate 

If an NPC organization does not have the cash to directly provide this support, they can provide it by helping 
write to their donors, writing a grant for USSF Resource Development Committee and/or other providing 
other fund raising support.  While we know many people are giving a lot of time to make the USSF happen, 
because the process takes funding, non-fund raising work toward the USSF will not count toward this NPC 
financial support agreement.  

Other ways NPC members will ensure financial support to the USSF process are: 
1) Sharing e-asks and electronic campaigns with their donors/members (at least one per year forwarded 

to donors);  
2) Identifying potential funders and using funder contacts for the Resource Development Committee of 

the USSF;  
3) Holding small (or large) events for outreach and USSF financial support. 
4) Pass the Hat Foundation “Passing the Hat” is an EXCELLENT way for your group or organization to 

raise unrestricted funds to support your US Social Forum work and you can use this fund raising tool 
everywhere you do USSF3 work!!! 

5) Generating your own travel/lodging costs to and from the NPC Face to Face meetings(forfeiting your 
orgs allocated travel reimbursement).  

We encourage active NPC organizers to consider becoming monthly sustainers to the USSF with a monthly 
contribution that is safely & automatically deducted from savings/checking or credit card accounts to provide 
steady support to the USSF.  Thank you for providing this vital support to the historic USSF process. 

Organization annual revenue and suggested support: 
$5M or greater - $10,000  
$3-5M - $7,500 
$1-3M - $5000 
$500k -1M - $1,000 
$250k-500k- $500  
less than 250k- $250 

Thank you for making the USSF3 possible with your work and support!
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2015 USSF3 NPC Member Financial Support Agreement and Pledge Form 

Name of NPC Member Organization: _________________________________________________ 

Region of the Country: East, Midwest, South, West, Northwest, Southwest, Other_______________  

National Polycentric Site: Philadelphia PA ~ Jackson MS ~ San Jose CA 

We pledge $_________________ for the year of 2014 and will make our pledge by ____/____/2015. 

And/or 

We pledge #___ hours of support in the form of the following USSF revenue generating activities/dates:  
 
1. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name: ______________________________________ Position: __________________________ 

 
Signed: _____________________________________ Dated: ____________________________ 

Thank you for making the USSF3 possible with your work and support!


